SATCO IS A LEADING SUPPLIER OF LIGHTING PRODUCTS, WITH SOLUTIONS FOR NEARLY EVERY LIGHTING MARKET ACROSS THE COMMERCIAL, RESIDENTIAL & INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPE.
Satco offers thousands of lighting solutions, from emerging LED technologies to decorative fixtures, traditional lamps and even lighting components. Stocked at the ready throughout North America, we supply the market.

Established in 1966, Satco is grown on traditional values; values such as trust, quality, loyalty and hard work. Independently owned, agile in practice and unwavering in customer focus,

we deliver on product, promise & partnership.
We do the LIGHT thing. We do the RIGHT thing.™

SATCO LED LAMPS
Emerging technologies and manufacturing techniques continue to expand Satco’s line of LED lamps for retrofit solutions: greater lighting efficacy, energy efficiency, new installation and technology adaptations. Commercial, industrial and residential lamp solutions.

SATCO LED FIXTURES
Long life, no maintenance LED integrated fixtures for project use in commercial, industrial and residential applications. Satco LED fixture lines are our fastest growing area of lighting.

SATCO TRADITIONAL LAMPS
At the heart of Satco’s business is our ability to service our customer base with the solutions they need. In addition to LED retrofit solutions, Satco continues to carry traditional lamps to service legacy product installations.

SATCO COMPONENTS
From sockets, plugs and ballasts, to extension cords, globes and switches, our customers are in the business of offering lighting services and Satco is there to supply them with the product solutions they need. Satco stocks parts for repair, lamp building, wiring and more.

SATCO | NUVO DECORATIVE
Nuvo Lighting, Satco’s decorative division, is one of the largest brands of decorative and functional lighting in the U.S. with over 3000 items and hundreds of styles: chandeliers, sconces, vanities, pendants, flush mounts, indoor and outdoor lighting and more. NUVO is “Inspired by light.”™
We answer today’s evolving lighting needs with thousands of products that offer energy efficiency, high quality illumination, value, safety and solutions through innovation and design.

**ENERGY**
Satco products help manage and control energy costs with high performing, energy efficient LEDs. With emerging technologies and quality engineering, we aim to achieve the highest grades in energy efficient lighting including ENERGY STAR® and DLC® certifications and we offer one of the industry’s largest catalogs of LED options for traditional lamp replacement.
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**COLOR**

Advancements in LED technology include high CRI ratings and expanded color temperature options and technologies. Satco’s LED products can help create a softer atmosphere for entertainment venues and living areas, better showcase retail wares and enhance your environment through illumination.

**DESIGN**

NUVO Lighting, established in 2005, is among the largest decorative lighting brands in North America. With over 3,000 lighting fixtures and a complete array of styles that meet the needs of the residential, hospitality, multi-family markets, NUVO offers everything from general illumination and accent lighting to eye-catching pieces that create the room. NUVO is “Inspired by light.”
Trusted by the most discriminating customers, proven in some of the toughest environments, Satco is the choice lighting resource in your hometown and across the US. With products from retrofit replacement lamps to decorative lighting fixtures, and with a long standing reputation for solid, ethical practice, Satco endures.

FIND US AT:

- CITY HALL
- HYATT HOTELS
- CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
- PATAGONIA
- PALM BEACH COUNTY
- AUBURN UNIVERSITY
- STARBUCK’S
- NY PUBLIC LIBRARY
- FOUR SEASONS RESORTS
- LINCOLN CENTER

Satco is trusted by some of the biggest brands in the hospitality industry for both decorative and functional lighting needs.
Trusted by the most discriminating customers, proven in some of the toughest environments, Satco is the choice lighting resource in your hometown and across the US. With products from retrofit replacement lamps to decorative lighting fixtures, and with a long standing reputation for solid, ethical practice, Satco endures.

Auburn University, AL uses Satco’s outdoor fixtures and lamps for energy efficient outdoor lighting.

Decorative LED lamp retrofits in New York’s City Hall’s chandeliers offer code compliant energy efficient lighting in traditional fixtures.

T5 linear LED Retrofit at Cal State Arena, low maintenance, energy savings.

All product and company names are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affiliation or endorsement by them.
We are lighting.

A SINGLE AND TOTAL RESOURCE.

Finding quality, a wide selection and a company that makes it easy to do business is what being a total resource is all about.

Whatever your space, industry or business, if it needs lights, we have the solution.

SOMA TOWER, WASHINGTON OUTFITTED WITH BLINK® IN CORRIDORS, STAIRWELLS, APARTMENT LIVING SPACES, COMMON AREAS, INDOORS AND OUTDOORS.
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Satco Solutions

SUCCESS IS A CHAIN REACTION.
Satco endeavors to provide our customers with the best possible lighting solutions in product and experience.

While we manufacture high quality lighting products that enhance our surroundings and improve quality of life, we also design products for ease of installation, alternative energy saving options and tomorrow’s view towards conservation.

Satco offers solutions that help our partners select and plan their lighting for the best overall outcome. These include: lighting layout services, ROI calculators, utility rebate solutions.

In addition, Satco provides partnership and business solutions that go beyond the transaction, solutions such as educational outreach, training, and customizable product solutions. Commitment... that is SATCO.
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We do the LIGHT thing. We do the RIGHT thing.™
To learn more about Satco | Nuvo, visit satco.com or contact 800-437-2826.

**DISTRIBUTION CENTERS**

**New York (Headquarters)**
110 Heartland Blvd., Brentwood, NY 11717
Tel. 631-243-2022, Fax: 631-243-2027

**Texas**
2000 Valwood Parkway, Farmers Branch, TX 75234
Tel. 972-247-2437, Fax: 972-247-5408

**Florida**
900 N.W. 159th Drive, Miami, FL 33139
Tel. 305-624-2044, Fax: 305-623-0286

**California**
31288 San Benito Street, Hayward, CA 94544
Tel. 510-487-4822, Fax: 510-487-8955

**Washington**
4710 116th S.W., Mukilteo, WA 98275
Tel. 425-789-3300, Fax: 425-789-3310

**Puerto Rico**
Campech Street, 23 Julio
N. Matos Industrial Park, Carolina, PR 00984
Tel. 787-757-3510, Fax: 787-757-3540
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